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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Eliu Cardozo Sáez has contributed to the dictionary with 13 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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consciencia colectiva global
A process of acquisition of new knowledge involving mankind to think and search among all (without discrimination of
race, creed, ideology or religion) the solution of problems affecting a best coexistence.  It is a posture in thinking and
acting that surpasses the subordinate interests that exist in every nation or region and not allow humanity to achieve a
more harmonious and sustainable development with nature and environment.

coopetitividad humana
It consists of a human and solidarity Act that people are healthier than their social, economic and ideological condition in
promoting cooperative attitudes to wield an individual competition in relationships, not for press or submitted to the
contrary,  but to help him and support him.

dehacente
Supported in consistency, what is said does and so adverse, incoherence, it says but is not fulfilled or makes. 
Dehacente is then defined, as the action of say and do what is consistent in his performance, public or private.

delirios
In the singular, is the action of rave.  Mental disturbance caused by a disease.  Larousse, (1. 985).  Large agitation
caused by the passions, emotions or feelings.  From there that (plural) delusions can be associated with several
demonstrations product of internal disturbances.  Delusions of grandeur, of persecution, of being important, etc.

demointercultural
Democracy in which the various cultures of the peoples are recognized, in the exercise of their fundamental human and
social rights.  This contributes to the development of intercultural public policies and cross-cultural public management.

desafeccion a la participación ciudadana
It's an attitude that assume people when the State or Government rather than promoting public policies that promote the
participation of the citizens, but rather ignore, Chase or disqualify those who try to give their contributions to the common
good.  Especially in public policy.  From there originates the lack of motivation and other behaviors of apathy and
indifference to public affairs.

gerencia desestructurada
It consists of overcoming structured, linear, rigid or reductionist thinking and moving to a new ethic of knowledge that
values both human condition and quality in social organizations and which in turn is at the service of society.  This
unstructured and complex managerial vision allows for greater understanding of the world of life and therefore the efforts
to be made in favor of humanity.

globalizacion positiva
This set of forces is made up ranging backwash of globalization negative, such as groups of solidarity
inter-transdiciplinarios fighting from their different visions for a balance between the human being and the
eco-planetario.   (Ecological Zoo) and create conditions for a peace, which favor harmonious relations between human
beings, without discrimination of race, creed, ideology or religion.

globalización negativa
Supported in Zidmund Bauman, made up this set of forces such as: capital, finance, trade, information, crime, mafias,
drug trafficking, arms trafficking, all these forces undermined the collective institutions of ac tion.  They do not recognize



national laws, they hate the limitations imposed on them by legal codes.

la demointerculturalidad
It is the democracy that recognizes the diverse cultures and worldviews that exist in the peoples, it is the full exercise of
their fundamental human and social rights.  This conception contributes to the development of intercultural public
policies and cross-cultural public management.  In this democracy the fundamental factor is the multidimensionality of
the human (biological, cultural and spiritual), in a multiferencialidad of the reality, being the fundamental factor of these
relations the complexity.

liderazgo transdisciplinario
It is that person and group of people who supported complex thinking seek to develop, guide and lead thought and
action strategies to confront their reality.  The transdisciplinary leader sees beyond disciplines, focuses on solving
complex problems, without exclusion or scytoism and assumes reality in his different visions.

metapolitica de la participación ciudadana y control de la gestión estatal &#40;mpccge&#41;
Go further than traditional policy or instrumental reasoning that do not allow (hinder) by direct means that the citizen or
citizen to speak, raise their complaints, complaints to an institution that has the capacity to be able to correct, evaluate
or monitor what  citizen Express.  Hence the need to develop new theories and institutions that engage with citizens.

metapolitica del control social
It is to adopt an active and participative attitude in public affairs by the citizen or citizen (more than ideologies or political
positions), to make monitoring and control to manage state public.  The goal of 17 sustainable development (UN) poses
as a necessity and a challenge in order to achieve sustainable human development.   (Local, national, global).


